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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 30th June 2020

R1 - SAINT CLOUD | 18:00 | EUR €22,000 |  PRIX RIVERMAN

33 PROSECCO
Solid effort on debut showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that debut run. Genuine chance.

11 FIRST FOLIO
Finished in the placings last time carrying 123lbs over 5f at Deauville. Penalised by the extra 4lbs
but rates one of the leading hopes.

22 DREAM COMPOSER
Was sent forward on debut and gave a sight but faded to nish sixth at Clairefontaine. Likely to
be much improved for this. Expected to be competitive.

66 RELEASE THE BEAST
Son of Supplicant from the mare Luna Royale and was a $35000 yearling. Pro les well and
worth watching for a market push.

55 PRINCE LANCELOT
Sir Prancealot colt from the mare Rainbow Vale who is making debut. Pro les well and worth
keeping safe.

R2 - SAINT CLOUD | 18:30 | EUR €22,000 |  PRIX PAWNEESE

33 MARIE DE VEGA
Solid effort on debut as favourite showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as
well treated and should take plenty from that debut run. Genuine improver.

55 KALAHARA
Solid effort on debut as favourite showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as
well treated and should take plenty from that debut run. Genuine improver.

11 COEURSAMBA
Made debut at Lyon-Parilly and turned in a handy run when one length over 6f. Wasn’t far away
on debut and could sneak into the finish.

22 SELKET
Made debut at Lyon-Parilly and wasn’t far from the winner when a 1.4 lengths fourth over 6f
when in the market. Wasn’t far away on debut and could sneak into the finish.

44 JUBILATION
Was runner up with a pretty solid effort on debut at Deauville over 6f. Is second up here will get
an inside running from barrier one in this. Worthy of consideration here.

R3 - SAINT CLOUD | 19:00 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX GRIS PERLE

33 MATELLO
Got a fair run last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well
treated and should take plenty from that run. Genuine chance.

11 BEDWYR
Resumed at Strasbourg over 7f and missed the frame, nishing fourth and beaten 3 lengths.
Rates highly and is among the leading hopes here second-up. Fitter for the run and expected to
be in the finish this time.

88 MAAVAH
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Contender.

1010 LA PENTOLA
Resumed over 5f and missed the placings when a 3.25 lengths sixth at Vichy. Should strip much
fitter and rates among the chances on best form.

55 ASCOT JUNGLE
Shows ability nishing in the money at both runs, the latest when second over 5 1/2f at Dieppe.
Form sound and must be included among the leading hopes.

R4 - SAINT CLOUD | 19:30 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX GARDEFEU

33 NAVALMORAL
Got a fair run last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well
treated and should take plenty from that run. Genuine improver.

55 LA FARFALLINA
Improved sharply at second run from a spell, running on strongly to nish a nose win over 1200
at Chantilly. Fitter again and rates a strong winning chance.

44 GLORIA
Returned to the winners circle after a long while last time out at Lyon-Parilly scoring by half a
length. Progressing well this campaign and can win again.

1010 ON THE EDGE
Needs to bounce back after an underwhelming performance last start, if she can replicate the
form of a third place run at Vichy two back then she can stack up today. Continues to make
headway. Each way chance.

11 AMERIKANANE
Finally broke through for maiden win two starts back after 14 attempts. Was well held last start
when sixth at Angers on June 5. Prefer other runners today.
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R5 - SAINT CLOUD | 20:00 | EUR €22,000 |  PRIX PHAREL

11 CHOCO CHARLY
Promising colt with placings at both career runs to date. Last start was second over 7f at
Clairefontaine. Rates highly is among the leading hopes.

22 DARKNESS
Among the placegetters when third over 7f at Clairefontaine carrying 123lbs. Penalised by the
extra 4lbs but rates one of the leading hopes.

44 POMELA LAUJAC
Improved on debut but still not nding a place or win, last start encouraging fourth at
Clairefontaine. With this improvement could find a place.

88 MA JOLIE Unraced filly by Amaron out of Mayumi. Tough to line up and betting likely to provide best guide.

33 TWIN BOY
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Contender.

R6 - SAINT CLOUD | 20:35 | EUR €23,000 |  PRIX DE MARCQ

88 ANFRATI
Resumed over 5f and missed the placings when a 2.25 lengths fourth at Vichy. Fitter again and
expected to do much better.

33 GREY MYSTERE
Yet to recapture best form after two runs from a break, the latest nishing fourth over 1m at La
Teste De Buch. Has the ability and bold showing expected.

77 PERISTERA Resumes today after placing two from five starts in her debut prep. Can contest.

66 DARK PHOENIX
Resumes after a four months break. Form last preparation was very good, winning three times.
Likely to be shy of his best first up but still looms as a top winning hope.

11 BENGAL BAY
No longer a maiden after a win at Clairefontaine over 7f last start, facing a rise in class this race.
Place best.

R7 - SAINT CLOUD | 21:10 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX DE MALIDOR

1313 YORK CHOP
Poor winning strike rate overall with just one win from 14 starts, latest was sixth over 1 1/2m at
Moulins. Rates highly on best form and expected to be in the finish.

1414 ALL REVVED UP
Well held last start at Compiegne and never looked like troubling the top few. Can forget last
start getting a chance here today.

44 MOREMI
Found winning form last start winning at Deauville All Weather over 1 3/16m. Gets a chance to
win again. Take seriously.

55 SALOCIN
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a nose win over 1 3/8m at Dieppe. Rates
well and is among the chances.

1111 GIORDANO BRUNO
Unwanted in the market at Dieppe over 1 1/2m in soft going when fth. Can do much better with
the run under his belt.

R8 - SAINT CLOUD | 21:45 | EUR €19,000 |  PRIX DE PAUILHAC

33 JOAO Could only manage sixth at Chantilly last start. Can forget last start getting a chance here today.

55 SAINT ROMAIN
Poor winning strike rate overall with just one win from 15 starts, latest was third over 1 5/8m at
Pont De Vivaux. Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

22 INCA MAN
Well rated galloper who ran a close second last start at Pornichet when beaten 0.25 lengths after
starting. Right in this.

11 BENE BENE
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in seventh over 1 3/8m at Lyon-
Parilly. Rates well and is among the chances.

1414 BASSMATCHI Could only manage ninth at Compiegne last start. Can expect a better run this time out.
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R9 - SAINT CLOUD | 22:20 | EUR €28,000 |  PRIX RESCOUSSE

33 LITIGATOR
Consistent galloper. Broke through for maiden win as favourite at Lyon-Parilly last time out.
Should be close to peak fitness. Should get box seat run. Take beating.

11 OMMEEL
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a half a length win over 1 3/8m at
Clairefontaine. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

66 CABIYA
Lawman lly who made debut at $4.70 when winning over 1 1/2m at Dieppe. Shows ability and
looks a chance.

55 DICK WHITTINGTON
Another promising War Command. Was a runaway winner on debut when scoring an widening
3.5 lengths victory. Don't dismiss lightly as he will have made further improvement.

22 BLACKWOOD
Progressive and lightly raced colt. Last time recorded a 4.25 lengths fourth over 1 1/2m at
Nantes. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.


